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1. Introduction. Let ¿p (0 <p g oo) be the usual Lebesgue space with respect to

normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. The space Hp (0 <p ^ oo) will

consist of analytic functions / on the unit disc such that limr^i_ ||/(rew)||p<oo.

If/£ H", then the function defined a.e. by/(cifl)=limr^1_/(rei9) is in Lp. Should

/>Sl, such functions in ¿"are precisely those which have vanishing negative

Fourier coefficients. The subspace of functions fe Hp such that/(0)=0 is denoted

by HS.

The space of « by m dimensional, matrix-valued functions with terms in L" is

denoted by Lpxm. The spaces Hgxm and Hg.tnxm are defined analogously.

Let </> £ ¿™x n. Define the operator ¿^ : H2X ¡ -+ H2X, by setting T^f=P<f>f for all

feH2xl where P: ¿2xm -*■ H2xm is the projection operator. The operator ¿^ can

be considered as a system of Toeplitz operators on H2, and T0 will be called the

Toeplitz operator associated with the matrix-valued function <f>.

This paper concerns conditions on <f> £¿™x„ which give an in vertible T0. After

defining suitable norms for matrix functions, we consider the problem of angle

between manifolds of matrix functions. This gives results which are applicable to

systems of Toeplitz operators. The approach is similar to the method used by

Devinatz [2] for (f> scalar.

2. Definitions and general results. Most of the preliminary results are stated

without proof. The proofs are available in the literature or require only a simple

generalization of proofs in the literature.

Denote normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle by dp.

For ¿a matrix function, let Fk=J* F(eie)e~ike dp.;k=0, ±1, ±2,.... Denote the

conjugate transpose, transpose, and complex conjugate of F by ¿*, ¿', and F

respectively. A matrix/will be called a projection matrix provided J=J2=J*.

Definition 2.1. A function FeHgxn is outer provided j" log |det ¿| dp.=

log |det¿0|> —oo. A function Fe H„xn is inner provided F=JU where J is a

constant projection matrix and U is unitary a.e.

Thus FeHpxn is outer if and only if det ¿£ Hpln is outer.

Theorem 2.2. IfFeH2xn is outer, andifF'1 eL2nxn, then ¿_1 eH2xn.
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A proof of the following is contained in [8].

Theorem 2.3. If F,F~l eH2xn, then F is an outer function.

Theorem 2.4. If WeL\xn is hermitian positive semidefinite, then W has a

factorization W=BB* where B e H2xn is outer provided J" log det Wdß> — oo.

For a proof of the above, see [5, p. 193].

For FeHpxn, S{F) will denote the subspace of H£xn spanned by {£eiM}"=0-

The following is proved by Masani [7, p. 286].

Theorem 2.5. Let KeH2xn; £=¿0. Then K=FG where FeHfxn is outer and

G e H"xn is inner. Also S{G) = S{K).

It can be shown that the Hilbert space adjoint £* of T0 is Tó,; hence £tf is

invertible if and only if T0, is invertible.

Theorem 2.6. Let <f> e £"„ „. In order for T$ to be invertible, it is necessary and

sufficient that

(i) <p=G*H where G, G"1, H,H^e H2xn; S{G)=S{H) = Hfxn; and

(ii) K:f-> H ~1P{G~1)*f defines a bounded operator from L\xl to H%xl.

The proof of the above theorem and the proofs of the remaining results in this

section are contained in [8].

Corollary 2.7. IfT0 is invertible, then <p~1eL%xn.

Theorem 2.8. Suppose <peLnXn is positive definite. The following are equivalent.

(i) T,, is invertible.

(ii) ess inf det <f> > 0.

(iii) £det«, is invertible.

Remark 2.9. lfFeHfxn, then T^TF=T0F and TF.T0 = TF,IP.

Theorem 2.10. Let <f> e //„"„, then T0 is invertible if and only if <¿_1 £ H™xn

in which case £¿"1 = £0-i.

Theorem 2.11. If</> eL„xn and T# is invertible, then there exists a factorization

<f> = UK where U is unitary, K e ¿fn"x „ is outer, and both TK and Tv are invertible.

Remark 2.12. If <f>eL%xn is unitary, then £<, invertible implies <f> = G*H where

G, G-\ H, H~1eH2xn and HH*={GG*)~l.

Proof. Consider Theorem 2.6 and use the fact that <p*=<f>-1.

3. Matrix norms. Unless otherwise stated, all matrix functions will be n by n

dimensional.

It follows from basic matrix theory that a matrix function £has a polar factoriza-

tion £= UH where U is unitary and ¿fis positive semidefinite. Should det £#0 a.e.,

the factorization is unique and H is positive definite. It will be desirable to consider
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polar factorizations where the hermitian factor is on the left of the unitary factor.

When necessary to distinguish the two factorizations, subscripts will be used ; i.e.,

F=URHR=HLUL.

Two matrix functions F and G are unitarily equivalent, denoted ¿~ G, provided

there exists a unitary matrix function V such that V*GV=F.

Lemma 3.1. If U is a unitary matrix function and if H is a positive definite her-

mitian matrix function, then |tr UH\ ^tr H.

Proof. There exists a unitary function V such that V*UV=E is diagonal and

|eM|-l a.e. for i=l,2, ...,n. Let V*HV=K. Then |tr UH\ = |tr EK\

H2T-1 «iAilStrtf.tr/f-.

Lemma 3.2. If F=URHR = HLUL are the polar factorizations of F, then tr HR

-txHL.

Proof. Applying 3.1 we have tr HL=tr U£URHR^tr HR and tr HR=tr ULU$HL

útrHL.

Definition 3.3. For all ¿£¿Jxn, define the norm of ¿, denoted ¡¿||1} as

\\F\\x=¡tt(FF*y<2dp.

The properties of this norm, including the necessary triangle inequality, will be

given by the next two lemmas.

Lemma 3.4. Let FeLlxn and let F=URHR = HLUL be polar factorizations of F.

Then \\F\\X=$ tr HR dp.=j tr HL dp..

Proof. We have

\\F\\X = Jtr (FF*)1'2 dp. = Jtr (URH2RU*y>2 dp = Jtr URHRm dp. = [tr HR dp.

The conclusion now follows from 3.2.

If ¿£¿ixn and U is unitary, then as an immediate consequence of 3.4, ^¿Hi

= \\F\\X=\\FU\\X and \\F*\\X= \\F\\X.

Lemma 3.5. IfF,GeL\xn, then ||¿+G|1á||¿||i + ||G||1.

Proof. Consider polar factorizations UF+GHF+a, UFHF and UaHG of F+G, F

and G respectively. Since UF+aHF+G= UFHF+ UaHG, it follows from 3.4 and 3.1

that

ll^+Gli = ftr HF+adp g f|tr C/F*+Gf7f/Yp| dp+ f |tr U^GUGHG\ dp.

g [tr HPdp+[\xHGdp.= \F\X+\G\X.

The Euclidean norm, denoted \A\, of a constant matrix A is defined as \A\
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= (tr AA*)112. For proof that this is actually a norm, see [9, p. 125]. It is easily

established that for constant matrices A and B, \AB\ á \A\ \B\.

Definition 3.6. For all FeL2xn, define the norm of £, denoted ||£||2, as

\\F\\2=(jtTFF*dfíyi2=<j\F\2dpíy12.

Lemma 3.7. IfF,GeL2xn, then \jtr FGdß\e\\F\\2\\Gl2.

Proof. It follows from Schwarz's inequality that

Jtr£G^| = |2j/wft.i<**| â J(2 l/ul |fo.i|) 4*

^ (Jtr ££* ̂ )m(Jtr GG* dp)jW = ¡£|2||G||2;    1 < i,j è n.

Lemma 3.8. IfF,GeL2xn, then \\FG\\xé\\F\\2\\G\\2.

Proof. Let FeL2xn. Assume, without loss of generality, that £_1££*|xn.

Applying 3.7, we have

\\FG\\X = jtr{FF*)ll2{FGG*F*)ll2{FF*)-ll2dß £ |F],||G]|a.

Theorem 3.9. Products of the form MN where M is in the unit ball of H2X „ and N

is in the unit ballofH2,nxnare dense in the open unit ballofH0\nxn.

Proof. Products of the form stated are contained in the unit ball of H0\nxn,

see 3.8.

Now consider Fe H¡.nxn such that ||£||1< 1 and J log |det £| dp.> — oo. From

2.4, {FF*)1I2 = BB* where BeH2xn is outer. Also, ||£-1£||1= ||£||i = ||£||1<l.

Hence B is contained in the unit ball of H2X „ and B~ lFis contained in the unit ball

of L% x „. By definition, B e H2X „ is outer if and only if det B is outer. Hence det B,

considered as an analytic function in the open disc, does not vanish inside the disc.

From this it follows that B'1 can be considered as an analytic function in the open

disc. Clearly £_1£ has an analytic extension inside the disc which vanishes at

zero, since £0=0. Since B~1FeL2xn on the unit circle, B'1Fe //o!nxn. Let M=B

and N=B~1F.

Consider FeH0\nxn such that ||£||i<l and j log \det F\dp.=-co. Let K

=e~ieF, then |det £| = |det £| and £i = £0- Using a form of Jensen's inequality,

see [11, p. 123], log |det K0\ g| log |det K\ dp.= -oo. Therefore Fx is singular.

Choose ot>0 such that Fx+a is nonsingular and ||£a||1<l where Fa=F+aew.

Jensen's inequality implies J log |det £a| dp.> — oo. It follows that functions £ in

the unit ball of i?o¡ n x „ for which J" log |det £| dp-> — oo are dense in the open unit

ball of ¿/-¿„xn.
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The Banach norm, denoted \A\B, of a constant matrix A is defined as |^|B

= sup|X|^o \AX\/\X\.

For an « by « matrix A, the Banach norm and the Euclidean norm are related by

\A\Bú\A\ún\A\B.

Lemma 3.10. If A is a constant matrix and if A = UH is its polar factorization

then \A\B = dx¡1 where D is diagonal, dXtX^d2<2~^ ■ ■ ■ ̂ i/„,„ and H~D.

Proof. Let X be any nonzero constant matrix and let V denote the unitary

matrix such that V*HV=D. Then \AX\=(\i H2XX*)ll2=(tr D2V*XX*V)112

èdXiX(tr XX*)ll2 = dux\X\ and \A\Búdux.

Let E be the projection matrix which has every term zero with the exception of

«i,!1" 1. Then

\AVE\ = (tr UHVEV*HU*)m = (tr V*H2VEf>2 = (tr D2E)112 = dlA = d1A\VE\

and \A\B^dux.

Definition 3.11. For all ¿£¿"xn, define the norm of ¿, denoted ||¿||», as

||¿|U=esssupfl|¿(eí9)|B.

As an immediate consequence of 3.10 we have the following.

Note 3.12. Let FeL™xn, let F=UH be its polar factorization and let H~D

where D is diagonal with d1A^d2¡2^ ■ ■ ■ ̂ dn¡n. Then ||¿|U = ||í/i,i||co-

Theorem 3.13. Suppose GeLnXn. The linear functional /(■) onL\xn definedfor

all FeL\xn by 1(F)=j tr ¿G dp is bounded and |[/|| = ||G||a,. All bounded linear

functionals on L\xn have this form.

Proof. Let UGHG be the polar factorization of G £ ¿"x „ and let V denote the

unitary matrix function such that V*HGV—D where D is diagonal, d1A^d2<2

^ • • • à<4,n- Suppose UFHF is the polar factorization of an arbitrary ¿£¿Jxn.

Set K=V*UFHFUGV and let J be the following diagonal (unitary) matrix. If

&(>i#0, setji¡i=k~i¡l\kr,i1\, and if kiti=0, set/,¡=l; f=l, 2,..., «. Then

\I(F)\ = I ftr UFHFUGHG dp I = I ftr KD dp I è  (I¿ l*ul Kil) dp.

^ KxlU J(î M) * = Pö||. jtrJKdp.

= ||G|U ftr UaVJV*UFHFdp. S ||G|U jtrHFdp. = HGlUll^lli-

Therefore /(•) is bounded and ||/| ^ ||G||ro.

Now for a>0, take E=[eie | \G(ete)\B^ ||G||-a]. Then p,(E)=jXsdp.¿0 where

Xe is the characteristic function of ¿.

Let Q denote the projection matrix which has every term equal to zero with the
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exception of qux = l. Set Fa = QxE/u{E), then ||^«HX = 1. If Ka=V*FaVUê, then

||£ji = ||£«||i = land

/(jy-Ltr F§rG]d"=¡¿5 Ltr v*QVH°d»

= mLitJDd^mbGUdli-

Hence \\G\\„-*é\I{Ka)\ï |/||. Thus ||G||W = ||/||.

It can be deduced from the analogous result for the scalar case that all bounded

linear functionals on £„*„ have the form asserted.

4. Manifolds of matrix functions. Let W eL\xn be positive definite hermitian.

Denote by £n x „( W) the space of matrix functions £ for which | £ || \=J" tr ££* W dp

<co. This is a Hilbert space with inner product defined by (£, G)w = J" tr FG*W dp.

forallF,GeL2nxn{W).

Consider FeL2xn{W) such that £ is orthogonal to the trigonometric poly-

nomials, all of which are clearly contained in Llxn{W). Then for all constant

matrices C, and k=0, ±1, ±2,..., {eikeC, F)w=j tr eikeCF*Wdu=0. Since

||ir*W1'2||| = ||£||^, F*Wll2eL2xn, so £*W£¿nxn and has a Fourier series

expansion. Thus F*W=0. If det W^O a.e., then £*=0 a.e. Hence the trigono-

metric polynomials are dense in Llxn{W) provided det W#0 a.e.

Denote by A„ x „ the space of all analytic trigonometric polynomials with n by n

constant matrix coefficients. Let A0. n x „ be the subspace of all A e A„ x n for which

Ao=0. Denote by H2xn{W) and H$.tnxn{W) the subspaces of Llxn{W) generated

by Anxn and A0;nxn respectively. Let Hi-,„x„(W) be the subspace of L2xn{W)

generated by all conjugate transposes of elements of A0: „ x „.

Definition 4.1. Let

S = sup [|(£, K*)w\ | ££/7BaXB(IT);£*££?o2;nx»(^); ||£||w è 1; ||£*||w á 1].

The manifolds H2xn{W) and ¿7o;nxn(J*0 are at positive angle provided S< 1.

Consider a scalar function weL1. If log w is summable, then there exists an

outer function heH1 such that |n| = w. Helson and Szego [6] have proved the

following.

Theorem 4.2. The manifolds H\w) and Ho{w) are at positive angle if and only if

there exists ge H°° and a>0 such that \g{eie)\ =a a.e. and |arg hg\ ^ir/2—a.

A matrix form of this result will be shown to hold.

If A and B are hermitian, then A ̂  B provided B-Ais positive semidefinite.

Let W e£nxn be positive definite hermitian and suppose log det If is summable.

Then there exists two factorizations of W; that is, W=A*A = BB* where A, B

£ H2xn; A and B are both outer functions. Let U=B-1A* = B*{A~1). Then U is

unitary and W=BUA. In the theorem and proof which follow W, U, A and B will

be as just described.
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Theorem 4.3. The manifolds H2xn(W) and H2.nxn(W) are at positive angle if

and only if there exists G e H™x n and a > 0 such that

(4.4) a + G*G g U*G+G*U.

Proof. Since W=BUA, we have from 4.1 that 8 = sup,.,K | J tr FKW dp\ =

supF,K | J" tr AFKBUdp\ < 1 where F varies throughout the unit ball of H„*xn(W)

and K* varies throughout the unit ball of H2.nxn(W).

For all Fe H£xn(W) there exists a sequence {PS}T of elements of Anxn such

that lim,...,, ||¿,-¿||w=0. For s=l,2,3,... ||¿s-¿||w=||^¿s-^¿||2, and so

lim^oo \\AP, — AF\\2=0. Clearly APS e H2xn for each s; hence AFe H£xn. More-

over || F || w = || AF || 2. Thus F in the unit ball of H2X „( W) implies ^¿is in the unit ball

of H2xn. In fact, since A is outer, the set of all products AF where ¿£ H2xn(W),

||¿||wál, is dense in the unit ball of H%xn. A similar argument shows that the

set of all products KB where K* e H2. n x n( W), \\ K* || w g 1, is dense in the unit ball of

Ho-„ x„. Thus it follows from 3.9 that 8 = supB | J" tr RU dp\ where R varies through-

out the unit ball of H0\ n » „. Theorem 3.13 implies that j tr RU dp defines a bounded

linear functional on ¿J x „ which, when restricted to H¿. n x n, has norm 8.

Suppose SeL%xn is an annihilator of Hoinxn; that is, for all ReHofnxn,

J tr RS dp—Q. Necessarily, 5 £//„"„„. Moreover, all elements of H™xn are an-

nihilators of H¿;nxn-

We now apply a corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem, see [1], and obtain

8=infSei/»xri \\U-S\\X.

Choose GeH™xn such that \\U— G||„o^ 1 -a where a>0. Since multiplication

by a unitary matrix leaves the norm constant, ||C/-G|00 = ||7- U*G\\n ^1 -a. It

follows from the definition of the ¿?xn norm that \I-U*(ew)G(eiB)\B^l-a a.e.

This implies that

([/- U*(ew)G(ew)]X, [I- U*(eie)G(ew)]X)112 g 1-«

a.e. for any constant matrix X with |.Y| = 1. From this it follows that a + G*G

á U*G+G*U. We could just as readily obtain that a + GG*^GU* + UG*.

All the above steps are reversible so the theorem follows.

In order for (4.4) to hold, it is necessary that ess inf det G > 0. In the scalar case,

4.2 and 4.3 are equivalent.

We continue to require that log det W be summable.

Theoerem 4.5. The manifolds H2xn(W) and Hoiny,n(W) are at positive angle if

and only if there exists M>0 such that \\F\\wgM\\F+G*\\w for all FeH2xn(W)

and G* e mtnxn(W).

A proof of the above will not be given here since it is not significantly different

from that of the scalar case.

Consider a trigonometric polynomial 2 Akelke. If H2Xn(W) and H2,„ xn(W)are at
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positive angle, then 4.5 implies the existence of M>0 such that USU-s^k^llw

èM\\IAke<k°\\wfors=0,l,2.

Lemma 4.6. If H2X„{W) and H2.„x„(W) are at positive angle, then FeL^xn{W)

implies FeL\xn.

Proof. Suppose C is a constant matrix such that WoC=0. Since {W0C, C)

={WC,C)= ||Wll2C\\l=0, Wll2C=0 which implies C=0. Therefore W0 is

nonsingular.

The operator which sends each trigonometric polynomial into its constant term

is bounded. Hence the linear functional /(•) defined for all trigonometric poly-

nomials A by I{A)={A0,7)w=tr A0WQ is bounded on a dense subset of L2xn{W).

Hence there exists KeLlxn{W) such that /(£) = (£, K)w for all FeLlxn{W). It

follows that WK=W0, so KWó1^ If"1 eL2nxn{W) and ||H'-1||2V=J' tr W1 dß

<oo. Applying 3.7, we obtain

HFlla = (tT{FF*)ll2W1'2W-xl2dp è (¡tTFF*Wdp\m((ti W^dp-Y'2 < oo.

Theorem 4.7. If H2xn{W) and H2.nxn{W) are at positive angle, then the

Fourier series of FeL2xn{W) converges to F in norm.

Proof. For    all    trigonometric    polynomials    2 AkeikB,    let    g,(2 AkeiM)

= 2.Í = - s Akeike ; s=0,1, 2,_Then Qs has a bounded extension to all of £n x „ ( W).

Also for any trigonometric polynomial A, \\{QS-I)A\\W -> 0 as s -> oo.

Let o£>0 and FeLlxn{W). There exists a trigonometric polynomial £a such that

l|£_£o||w<0í- Now

ll(Ô5-/)£|w è ||(Ôs-/)(£-£a)IU+||(Ô5-/)£jw Í M||£-£a||w+||(ôs-/)£a|U

where M>0. The theorem follows.

5. Invertibility of systems of Toeplitz operators on H2.

Theorem 5.1. Let</>=G*H where H,H~\ G, G"1 £ H2xn and HH*={GG*)-\

If W=GG*, then T$ is invertible if and only if there exists B>0 such that \\F\\W

âB\\F+K*\\wfor allFeH2xn{W) and K* e H^UW).

Proof. Suppose R e H2X „ is orthogonal to the range of £¿. Then for all FeHlx n,

0={TeF, £)=j tr <f>FR* dp.={HF, GR). Since H is outer, all products of the form

HF, Fe H2xii, are dense in H2xn. Thus G£ = 0 and £=0. Hence the range of Té

is dense in H2X „.

Let N 6 H2X „, then N=H~1F where £= HN e H¿x n. Similarly, for Me Hi, „ x n,

M* = G*E* where E=M{G~1) £ H0\nxn. Since H-1 is outer (see 2.3), there exists

a sequence {£»}?= i S An x „ such that i/~ *£, £ ¿fn2„ „ for s=l, 2, 3,... and

lim^« ||£7-1£S-A^||2=0. For ¿=1,2,3,..., \\H-1£f-Ar||2= ||£s-£||l so

lim,... ||£i-£|w=0 and FeH2xn{W). Similarly, £* eH§tnxn{W).
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Now consider T¿H-1F)=4>H-1F-(I-P)fH-lF. Since (I-P)</>H~lF

= G*¿r* for some ¿r £ Ho, n x n> the expression can be rewritten as T^H ~ 1F)

= G*F+G*E*. Note that ||//-^||2 = \\F\\W. It follows that ||Al! = llalli =
¿2||¿+¿*||a,=¿2||G*¿+G*¿*||¡=¿2||¿(í(/7-1¿)||Í=¿2||¿^)||¡; that is, ||tf||a

ÚB\\T0(N)\\2.
Conversely, suppose T# is invertible. Consider Fe H2xn(W). There exists a

sequence {¿s}s°°= i £ A„ „ „ such that lims_0O ||¿5-¿|w=0. Hence lim,-«, ||/i~1P,

-/¿-1F||i=0 and H^FeH2,». RecaU that ||/f-1F||a= ||F||W. Note that G*¿*

is the projection of G*¿onto/72xn. Now for all ¿*£/702.nxn(^), ¡¿11^ = 1/7-^111

= ¿21 ¿«(/Y - XF) || | = ¿21| G*F+ G*E* || 1 g ¿21| G*¿+ G*¿* || 1 = ¿21| H~ lF+ H~ lE* \\ \

=¿2||¿+¿*||2V; that is, ¡¿¡„^¡¿+£*||„r'for some ¿>0.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose ^£¿"xn is unitary and ¿¿ is invertible. Then there exists

G e H?xnanda>0 such that a + G*G = <f>*G+G*<f>.

Proof. It follows from 2.12 that <f> = K*H where H, H~\ K, K'1 e H2xn and

HH*=(KK*)-\ Let W=KK*. Then 5.1 implies that for some ¿>0, ||¿||w

±B\F+K*\* for all FeH2xn(W) and K* e Hl,nxn(W). From 4.5, H2xn(W)

and H2.nxn(W) are at positive angle. Since W=K<f>H~1, <f> has the same proper-

ties relative to W as U in 4.3. The lemma follows.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose <¿£¿"xn is unitary and </> = K*H where H, H'1, K, ¿_1

eH2xn. If there exists GeH"xn and a>0 such that a+G*G^<f>*G+G*<f>, then

T,t, is invertible.

Proof. Since <f> is unitary, HH*=(KK*)-\ Let W = KK*, then W=K<j>H~1.

From 4.3, H%xn(W) and /702nxn(JfO are at positive angle. From 4.5, there exists

¿>0 such that \\F\\WÚB\\F+E*\\W for all FeH2xn(W) and E* eH§.nxn(W).

Now 5.1 implies T¿ is invertible.

Theorem 5.4. Let <f>eLñxn and suppose ¿« is invertible. Let </>=UK be the

unitary-outer factorization of<f> (see 2.11). Then

(i) essinf |det^|>0;

(ii) there exists G e H?x „ and a > 0 such that a + G*G = U*G + G* U.

Proof. For (i), see 2.7. Since 2.11 implies Tu is invertible, the theorem follows

from 5.2.

Theorem 5.5 Let </>eL%xn and suppose ^_1 £¿"x„. Let <f>=UK be the unitary

outer factorization of <f>. If U=R*H where R,R~x,H,H'1e 77n2XB, and if there

exists G £ H¿°xn and a>0 such that a+G*G^ U*G+G*U, then T«, is invertible.

Proof. Since <£_1 £¿"x„, </> has a unitary-outer factorization <j>=UK with TK

invertible. From 5.3, Tu is invertible. Since T0 = TVTK, ¿^ is invertible.

In the scalar case, Devinatz [2] has shown the following.
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Theorem 5.6. Suppose <f> eL™. Then T0 is invertible if and only if

(i) essinf 1^1 >0;
(ii) there exists ge H" such thatg'1eHK and a > 0 such that | arg g<f> | S w/2—<*.
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